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Abstract. The article discusses the concept of algorithmic thinking in the context of the history of the formation of school informatics, in the competencies of new digital literacy and in the system of developmental education. The structure of digital literacy based on algorithmic supports is shown and an example of an educational template of algorithmic tasks for younger students is given.
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1. Introduction

The development of algorithmic thinking in children in the 21st century is an integral part of modern digital literacy, as the ability to learn and develop in a digital environment. In the digital age, it is algorithmic thinking that becomes the intellectual basis for working with digital information to include a person in the modern world of information systems and digital communications. Artificial intelligence, control of machines and digital services in life, study, work, and creativity are of particular importance here.

The world of the digital age is artificially created by people, it is filled with digital devices and programs that make up the services and resources of the digital environment. The challenges of this world are new digital literacy, the competencies of which are based on fundamental knowledge and skills in the subject of informatics. This is algorithmic knowledge and ability to use programs and digital devices, as well as creativity for the implementation of algorithmic ideas in information systems and robotics.

New digital literacy is becoming an integral part of traditional literacy from early childhood for children living in digital environments from birth. And school informatics is a subject that forms digital literacy based on algorithmic thinking. Algorithmic thinking of a person living in a dynamic digital environment affects the duality of the content of informatics – these are the scientific and technological foundations of the
subject. Science gives rise to all new digital instruments, devices, systems. New digital technologies stimulate the search and development of new algorithms, models and information structures.

2. Programming is the Second Literacy

During the formation of the subject of Informatics in the 1970s the Russian scientist Academician A.P. Ershov developed a school informatics course program (Ershov, 1988). He also put forward the thesis “programming is the second literacy” (Ershov, 1981) and this thesis is still relevant now.

Professor S. Papert also predicted an all-round intrusion of the computer into the world of the child, when the computer would become an intellectual tool used by the child with the same immediacy with which he uses a pen and pencil, but with much greater variety. Interpreting Piaget’s observations that the child makes most of his intellectual discoveries on his own, provided that the background surrounding him is sufficiently rich, Professor S. Papert showed that the computerization of this background will create a new, unprecedented operating environment that will require new ideas in developmental psychology.

A. Ershov noted: “If the development and spread of typography has led to universal literacy, then the development and spread of computers will lead to universal programming skills. … It’s not about imposing new skills and knowledge on children, but about manifesting and formulating those aspects of thinking and behavior that really already exist, but are formed spontaneously, unconsciously”.

It is important that new knowledge and skills are formed in the world of programs: “The world of programs is far from just the filling of computer memory. First of all, this is a huge stock of operational knowledge accumulated by mankind and now only actualized by computers, robots, and automatic devices. An even larger stock of programs is stored in the gene pool of all living things: its decryption and use are largely the subject of biology and its new sections, including genetic engineering” (Ershov, 1981).

A. Ershov also noted the importance of developing these new skills from an early age. “The question of how to teach children the ability to plan their actions and their consequences, what kind of operating environment is needed in this case, is very far from those methodological alternatives that we are discussing, for example, in professional training in programming. On the one hand, we must make this environment natural for the child, on the other hand, it must be rich enough so that he could, as psychologists say, create a theory of a cognizable phenomenon on his own ... The laws of programming, the laws of information processing appear in the form operational rules reflecting the direct experience of humankind ... This is an important statement about the deep and indissoluble connection of operational knowledge and algorithmic thinking with other components of education” (Ershov, 1981).

As a result, the inclusion of algorithmic thinking and programming technology in the fundamentals of the subject of Informatics was recorded. And the subject of com-
puter science itself over the years of development has become a guarantor of the formation of new digital literacy in schoolchildren on the basis of algorithmic thinking, which is reflected in the Russian school educational standard.

3. The Role of Algorithmic Thinking in the Developmental Education System in the Digital Age

In the 20th century, a system of developing education was developed and implemented in Russian schools. This made it possible to place at the center of learning not the process, but the child, his success in development on the basis of educational activities. The basis of activity is the concept of actions, which consist of operations, that is, ways of performing actions. This concept is most fully reflected in the psychological theory of activity, which is associated with the names of Soviet scientists L.S. Vygotsky (Vygotsky, 1934), A.R. Luria (Vygotsky and Luria, 1930), P.P. Blonsky (Blonsky, 1935), S.L. Rubinshtein (Rubinshtein, 1989), P.Y. Galperin (Galperin, 1985) and is described in the book by A.N. Leontyev “Activity. Consciousness. Personality” (Leontiev, 1975).

Algorithmic thinking is based on the system-activity approach, in fact it is operational and includes various approaches based on research by scientists: structures and operations of thinking (Piaget, 1985), computational thinking in cooperation with a computer (Papert, 1988), algorithms and programs in the structure of thinking (Ershov, 1988), action planning and advanced development (Zankov, 1975), research algorithmic approach in operational thinking, thinking operations (Shapiro, 1975), modeling, logical thinking (Elkonin, 2007; Davydov, 1995; Davydov, 1996), interiorization as a process of transforming external, objective actions into internal mental ones, exteriorization – the transition from an internal, mental plan of action to an external one, implemented in the form of techniques and actions with objects (Galperin, 1985).

The essence of the algorithmic approach is that the student is taught not only the concepts of the essential properties of certain objects, but also the rules by which these properties are associated with the actions necessary to solve certain problems (algorithms).

The most important principle of algorithmic thinking is its effectiveness at the level of a mental image of a decision. The key to the disclosure of creative activity in productive activity based on algorithmic thinking is anticipation – the presentation of the result of an action in the mind of a person before it is actually carried out. The computer as a tool for the implementation of algorithmic ideas with feedback has created completely new conditions for the development of algorithmic thinking in children, when the computer becomes a child’s assistant for productive activity and creativity, removes the barrier in the formation of an internal image of a solution and the way to achieve it based on the experience of obtaining feedback – a computer sketch, a digital prototype created by him or selected from digital templates.
4. Intellectual and Instrumental Pillars of Algorithmic Thinking

Algorithmic thinking has intellectual and instrumental support, that is, it has dualism: algorithmic knowledge as a formalized method of operational thinking, on the one hand, and algorithmic skills as a tool for implementing algorithmic ideas in practice, on the other hand. These principles of algorithmic thinking are central to the educational process based on algorithmic problems for children.

The intellectual (theoretical) pillars of algorithmic thinking are reflected in the mathematical foundations of informatics, represented by intelligent algorithmic constructs, such as: numbers and coding, digital information, the order of calculations, patterns, combinatorics, probability, sets, logic, information presentation, lists, graphs, relationships, commands and algorithms for the executor, program control real and virtual command executor.

Instrumental (practical) supports ensure the use of ready-made programs, tools for implementing algorithms in a digital environment and are reflected in the technological foundations of informatics in the form of instrumental algorithmic constructs, such as: the computer as a command executor; computer devices, processor and internal memory; program principle of computer control; device management; the computer as a command executor; control commands; program; menu in the program; computer tools for information processing; setting up tools; programming; command executor; automation of program control; net; Internet – an environment for control of information; artificial Intelligence; smart technology.

From these algorithmic constructs base digital literacy competencies are formed.

5. The Structure of Digital Literacy: The Digital Triangle

In fact, algorithmic thinking led humanity to the invention of the computer, which is a universal device for implementing algorithms in the form of programs. We can say that algorithmic thinking is the foundation of digital literacy. Intellectual (internal) and instrumental (external) supports of algorithmic thinking form new digital competencies of children only in their unity.

The structure of digital literacy includes three groups of key digital competencies accumulated over decades of development of the digital world: computer literacy, information literacy and communication literacy. Computer literacy has formed a group of digital literacy technical competencies based on a variety of digital devices and programs, automation tools. Information literacy has formed the competence of working and understanding digital information based on a variety of ways of presenting it, including media and virtual reality. Communication literacy was formed on the basis of the globalization of digital communications, including cloud, mobile technologies.

These three groups of digital competencies make up the digital literacy competency triangle. Each group has a typical set of educational actions: intellectual (know, un-
understand, explain information processes and digital objects of information activity), instrumental (be able to, own digital devices, resources and tools for working with them) and social (act in the digital world, independently apply in digital environment, transfer digital skills to new situations in the context of the emergence of innovative digital resources). The digital literacy framework is presented in the Table 1.

6. Educational Pillars for the Development of Algorithmic Thinking

Algorithmic thinking is always embedded in the context of digital literacy, constituting its intellectual and instrumental basis. The main value of algorithmic thinking in the digital literacy system is a change in the technical approach (training on specific information activity tools) to an algorithmic approach, that is, the formation of knowledge and skills to apply generalized algorithmic constructs in information activities in a digital environment, transferring them to new digital devices, tools and software environments independently.
The question arises, how to teach operational thinking based on an algorithmic approach? In school education, digital literacy is formed in the informatics course, where algorithmic thinking is the main thing, but transfers the acquired knowledge and skills to all school subjects. The difference in informatics is that it is a subject that, by shaping digital literacy, complements all the traditional types of children’s literacy.

It can also be said that the intellectual pillars of algorithmic literacy are formed in mathematics and philological subjects such as mathematical and reading literacy based on algorithmic thinking in primary school and further in basic school in natural science and humanitarian subjects. This is done within the framework of research and modeling based on algorithmic thinking, including analysis and synthesis, concretization and generalization, logic and relationships, cause-and-effect relationships, systematization, etc.

The instrumental supports of algorithmic thinking are manifested in digital literacy and are formed in the technological and practical aspects of activities in natural science and humanitarian subjects, in information technology. They are also embedded in the objective activity of art and technology according to design algorithms, mastering the tools of creativity, and in health-saving subjects (physical culture, the basics of life safety), built on instructions and algorithms for behavior and decision-making.

7. Typical Educational Tasks Based on Algorithmic Constructs

The main problem of the formation of digital literacy of children on the basis of algorithmic thinking in the context of information activities is to offer a set of educational tasks that are built into all types of school subjects. These can be interdisciplinary algorithmic problems with obligatory computer support. Each task has an algorithmic step (intellectual construct) and a digital step (instrumental computer construct), which determine the educational activities of children to master digital literacy. From these steps, initial digital literacy is built for younger schoolchildren, which is important for their further development – this is a “digital bridge” to the new literacy of children.

Below are five content blocks of such typical tasks. They are intended for all age groups of schoolchildren, but they are implemented by different types of tasks, taking into account the age of the children. The result of mastering the blocks of educational tasks is the independent use of not only algorithmic approaches for information processing, but also tools for working on a computer, taking into account the age characteristics of children.

The highlighted blocks correspond to the groups of digital literacy competencies described above: information digital literacy – working with digital information, technical computer digital literacy and communication digital literacy. On the basis of algorithmic thinking and the practice of using digital devices and computer programs, intellectual (know, understand) and instrumental (be able, get digital experience) constructs of digital literacy are distinguished in each block.
7.1. Block of Tasks “Models of Information Structures and Their Parameters”

Intelligent constructs (algorithmic step): alphabet, transcription, musical notation, list, catalog, table, diagram (block diagram), graph, tree, network, diagram, graph, drawing, geometric shapes, text layout, formula (arithmetic expression), map, plan, pictogram, barcode, digital code, index, address, file, folder, directory.

Instrumental constructs (digital step): digital information and binary code; file system and screen interface constructs, digital text and its constructs (page, format, paragraph, fragment, font, hyperlink, table, illustration), configuring construct parameters; computer graphics constructs and their customization (raster, vector, graphic objects, object transformation, palette, color); multimedia constructs (video, sound on a computer, interactive environments); spreadsheet constructs, databases; constructs of e-mail, website, search engine.

7.2. Block of Tasks “Digital Control Models: Algorithms and Programs”

Intelligent constructs (algorithmic step): action plan, step, command; algorithmic structure (linear, branching, logic, cycle), algorithmic decision models; command writing rules, programming language syntax, choice from a set of commands, result analysis, command ordering plan logic.

Instrumental constructs (digital step): control of virtual and real executor of commands, system of executor’s commands; computer – command executor, operating system, program interface tools, types of interfaces and interface devices (keyboard, remote control, voice control, touch panel, on-screen manipulator); application programs for processing data of various types, an algorithm of actions with tools of the software environment, menus, setting the parameters of tools in the program, computer template, layout, prototype, embedded objects.

7.3. Block of Tasks “Models of Information Processes and Information Activities”

Intelligent constructs (algorithmic step): actions – collecting and observing information, organizing information, fixing information (forms of presenting information of various types), processing information (methods of processing information of various types), storing information (directory and its structure, file, folder on devices storage, computer temporary memory and binary codes, cloud storage structure); form of information transfer (information structure of the digital communication system, data transfer), information search (search logic), information analysis (screen presentation of information, hypertext, augmented reality, information protection, information threats – an algorithm of actions).
Instrumental constructs (digital step): digital devices, digital device software, program menu interface, program tool setting interface, text input interface, digital writing, computer interface, browser command interface, search interface; means of information protection, rules of social behavior in the digital environment.


Intelligent constructs (algorithmic step): the world of automatic devices of software systems; algorithms of human functioning in the world of information systems, information systems for people with special needs; shadow internet and positive internet, MOOCs, e-learning platforms, cyber-physical systems, information systems and professions.

Instrumental constructs (digital step): digital steps – tests of digital competencies in a hybrid digital environment of people, cyber machines and robot programs and algorithms for their interaction; satellite navigation systems, examples of cyber-physical systems in the service of humans, unmanned devices, automated control systems; virtual reality and human, examples of cyberworlds, cyberculture and cyberart; systems with artificial intelligence, examples of smart systems in various fields of activity, in public space; digital life.

7.5. Block of Tasks “Models of Actions in the Environment of Digital Communications”

Intelligent constructs (algorithmic step): algorithmic bases of interaction in computer networks; the procedure for safe actions in the digital environment, publicly available personal and collective options for digital interaction: video systems in society, network subcultures, the blogosphere, educational platforms, gaming platforms, e-commerce, social digital services; dealing with threats and countering dependence on the digital environment and the blogosphere.

Instrumental constructs (digital step): digital communication tools, digital governance – artificial intelligence, big data and society, social information systems, media content; social threats of the digital world – Internet content, services, big data in digital communications and algorithms for managing society through virtual space, bot programs, invasion of private and public space; psychological threats of the digital world in cyberspace – laykomaniya, Internet addiction, computer gambling addiction, digital crime; physical threats of the digital world and the variety of digital devices in everyday life – safety equipment, sanitary standards, physical inactivity and health preservation in the digital environment.
8. An Example of an Algorithmic Task Template for Younger Schoolchildren

The early development of algorithmic thinking is based on computer-based algorithmic problems. There are many examples of such tasks, but the activity aspect of development is most fully reflected in problematic tasks that stimulate the simplest approaches to modeling based on algorithms. Let us give an example of a template of algorithmic problems for younger schoolchildren from the set of microprojects “The Informatics Land” (Fig. 1), published in the Informatics problem book for younger **schoolchildren** (Tsvetkova, 2018; Tsvetkova, 2018).

The micro-project in each task is designed for one algorithmic step, the implementation of which is an independent achievement for the child, a discovery, like a eureka. This algorithmic step is the fulcrum for the development of new aspects of algorithmic actions and creativity based on these actions.

All tasks are built in the form of an algorithmic template “Robot Question” for seven thematic modules (Fig. 1): the Electronics River (computer structure), the Pier of Sets, the Pier of Logic, the Pier of Algorithms, the Pier of Patterns, the Pier of the coordinate Grid, and the Pier of Graphics. Computer support is provided by the open educational media resource “World of Informatics” in 4 parts (Cyril and Methodius, 2015), which children “attend” at the end of each lesson for 10–15 minutes according to the project.
scenario, and perform the tasks of programmed control of the robot Transporter. Additionally, a set of 100 algorithmic problems is presented in the book “Computer Science Virtual Laboratories” (Tsvetkova and Kuris, 2015): the concept of this algorithmic tasks is described in the article (Tsvetkova and Kiryukhin, 2016).

The microproject as an algorithmic task is intended to familiarize with the design activities of younger schoolchildren on the basis of algorithms. The goal is to teach a child to go through two stages in algorithmic activity: intellectual (to create a model for solving a problem and an algorithmic image) and instrumental (to draw up, show this solution by means of digital literacy on a computer as a computer sketch of an idea). As a result, children can complete a project in a subject environment using a computer or perform work in creative material based on a computer sketch with drawing tools, paper, textile design, assembly and control of a robot, a screen performer control program, mathematical actions according to an algorithm, or lexical actions (digital input, design of creative text, script), design of a physical training warm-up, observations, fixation and design in the form of illustrations, tables, diagrams, diagrams.

Thus, a computer sketch based on an algorithm becomes an educational support – a digital step from the idea of solving a problem to its embodiment in creativity, discovery.

The hero of all tasks is the robot Question, which sets the format of the computer sketch based on the algorithm diagram. The name of the robot, the virtual assistant to the schoolboy, was not chosen by chance. It is known that in case of difficulties when performing work on a computer, you can always use the “Reference” or “Help” command. Often this command is indicated by a question mark on the computer screen. Therefore, the hero of the problem book is called so – the robot Question.

In each topic of the practical work, he will be joined by new heroes in the form of robot-assistants. These are the Verbalist (will help us perform tasks for processing symbols: letters, numbers, signs), the Designer and the Builder (will help to construct various objects), the Artist and the Printer (will help us use drawing and graphics tools when doing the work), the Calculator (will help to solve problems, numerical puzzles and magic tricks), the Thinker and the Black Box (will help solve logical problems and find a plan-algorithm for solving problems), Traveler (will help to control the behavior of the executor in steps and directions), Postman (will help to find the necessary addresses), Scrambler (will help to complete tasks on message encoding and decoding).

To help in the solution, a template is used – a diagram of the algorithm for solving the problem. This scheme is the same for all tasks and is a drawing of a robot (Fig. 2). So, the “body” of the robot has three blocks for each task: input data, processing unit (algorithm) and output data (result). It is necessary to write down the task in the album, filling in the corresponding scheme – picture.

A micro-project scenario in any subject problem includes the ability to distinguish an algorithmic structure: input information (given), output information (solution), algorithm (model) of the solution. Hence, the levels of complexity (differentiation) of the microproject arise:

1) The input, the algorithm and the output are known (conceptual, demo).
2) The input and the model are known, build the exit (reproductive).
3) The algorithm and the output are known, construct the input (reverse reproductive).
4) The input and output are known, build an algorithm (productive).
5) the algorithm is known, pick up the input and output (reverse productive).

Fig. 2. Problem diagram “Robot Question”.

Fig. 3. Example task “Robot-Calculator”.
Fig. 3 shows the robot Calculator task template that demonstrates the possible thresholds for the task’s complexity.

Each section of the problem book offers a set of tasks on the topic of the section. The teacher and children can develop problem sets themselves by transferring algorithm templates for their ideas.

Conclusion

The development of algorithmic thinking in the system of mastering the basics of digital literacy by children from an early age is a new literacy in the digital transformation of the world. This knowledge and digital skills should be made universally for children, as should basic traditional literacy accessible to all children. It is a digital bridge to the ever-changing information world. It eliminates the digital divide for children and helps them make full use of the digital environment for learning and development, and find their professional mark in the near digital future.

In our time, the predictions of Academician A. Ershov (Ershov, 1981) remain relevant, that the task of the school is “to update the information model of the world in the form of programs”. “The constant complication of the environment requires and at the same time makes it possible to significantly increase the intellectual power of mankind. A significant place in this progressive development of human intelligence should be occupied by the laws of information processing, ways of transition from knowledge to action, the ability to build programs, reason about them and foresee the results of their implementation”.

The concept of new digital literacy based on algorithmic thinking, described in this article, is implemented in Russian primary schools in the form of an author’s learning program, textbooks and manuals on Informatics (Tsvetkova et al., 2019), as well as learning programs and textbooks on information security (Tsvetkova and Yakushina, 2020) for primary school.
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